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Online social media have democratized the
broadcasting of information, encouraging users to
view the world through the lens of social networks.
The exploitation of this lens, termed social sensing,
presents challenges for researchers at the intersection
of computer science and the social sciences.

T

echnically speaking, social sensing predates the
use of physical technological sensors and social
media.1 For thousands of years, words, either spo
ken or written, have been used to communicate
for a variety of reasons. The messages in such communica
tions can be both explicit and implicit. For instance, some
scholars assert that secret messages were embedded within
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the works of Plato.2 What is new today, however, is that
technology makes it much easier to formulate and share
thoughts with the entire world instantly, something that
took many generations for Plato.
With the greater dissemination power comes a
heightened danger of misuse. It is now not only signifi
cantly easier to share ideas but also increasingly possi
ble to manipulate perceptions of reality at an unprece
dented scale. A growing challenge today, therefore, is to
find and understand the valuable and truthful messages
0018-9162/19©2019IEEE

in the much larger volume of social
media content.

A NEW “MACROSCOPE”

The unprecedented connectivity af
forded by social media also gives rise
to revolutionary new perspectives on
empowering individuals and soci
eties to collectively generate value
from information. Pierre Levy, who
introduced the concept of collective
intelligence in the 1990s, observes that
human intelligence is derived from
ref lexive reasoning, with language
being the semantic indexing scheme
for making arguments and producing
results.13 He envisions social media as
the enabler of the next leap in reflexive
collective intelligence and describes
a new metalanguage, which he calls
the information economy metalanguage,
that would empower reflexivity, facili
tate the discovery of semantic ties, and
document information provenance
(using blockchain-like technologies)
to keep track of the origins of ideas
and preserve the collective reasoning
behind them.
If posts on a social network collec
tively comprise a new way to index
physical reality, social beliefs, con
cepts, biases, and ideas, a logical next
question arises: Can one develop a new
type of instrument—a new “macro
scope”—to view the world state? The
purpose of such a device would be to
reliably observe physical and social
phenomena at scale, as interpreted
by the collective intelligence of social
media users.
With this in mind, other questions
must be considered:

›› What would be the properties of
such an instrument?
›› How could these properties be
influenced or optimized?

›› How does the instrument dis

tort the image of the world
being observed?
›› Do the posted observations
themselves influence properties
of the observed system, perhaps
by engendering polarization and
radicalization or, conversely,
by leading to a better shared
understanding, awareness, and
agreement?
›› Do they consequently affect
future information propagation,
thereby influencing the instru
ment itself?
›› How susceptible is this instru
ment to the intentional manip
ulation of perceived reality,
and what mitigation strate
gies are effective against such
manipulation?
›› Can one derive accuracy, error, and
performance bounds for retrieved
observations given the models of
human behavior and biases?
›› Conversely, can one infer human
biases and trust relations from
the reported observations?
An exciting aspect of these socialsensing challenges is that they open
up a novel research field in which
human-centered sciences meet research
on physical, computing, and engineered
systems to reach a better understand
ing of the new instrument and more
fully characterize the properties of
humans (posting on social media) as col
lective sensors.
This article focuses on one slice of
this problem: the use of such a mac
roscope to reconstruct physical (as
opposed to social) reality. The benefits
of addressing this challenge are signif
icant. Not only will better algorithms
curb the misrepresentation of phys
ical reality; they may also help build
smarter urban services. Most systems,

from urban transportation to disaster
response, include humans as an inte
gral part of the underlying sensing,
management, and control loops. Act
ing as social sensors (who post on social
media), humans are able to recognize,
observe, describe, and report a much
broader spectrum of events than do
physical sensors. Especially important
is the human ability to recognize when
an activity represents an abnormal
pattern or behavior. Examples include
actions that call attention to suspicious
individuals or suspected crime scenes.
Yet strong human sensing and
interpretation skills are also liabilities.
Unlike sensors that objectively report
observed data, humans summarize
observations to create their own interpre
tations of the observed state. These inter
pretations are often influenced by the
opinions, biases, or beliefs of the observer.
For example, a scene of street fighting
between the police and demonstrators
can be viewed by a government supporter
as an example of brave police officers
restoring law and order broken by unruly
demonstrations; meanwhile, a govern
ment opponent might look at the same
scene and see it as an example of police
brutality against peaceful demonstrators
with legitimate grievances against a cor
rupt government. How can one map such
different “semantic indexing” represen
tations of the same event back to a neutral
reconstruction of what might have actu
ally transpired? Figure 1 summarizes the
goal of building the macroscope using
observations from social-sensing plat
forms to understand the physical world in
light of cyberphysical and linguistic chal
lenges, as discussed in the following.
These challenges can be viewed
from two important and deeply inter
twined perspectives: challenges in the
cyberphysical space and in the social
and linguistic space.
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FIGURE 1. An illustration giving an overview of social sensing.

CYBERPHYSICAL CHALLENGES
IN SOCIAL SPACES

Understanding the attributes of socialsensing systems involves modeling three
interdependent components: 1) the hu
mans in the loop and their cognitive
models, 2) the algorithms required, and
3) the laws of nature that govern the
underlying physical and engineered
artifacts. For example, understanding
how well a disaster-response team might
be able to survey postdisaster damage
within a given time will depend on
1) modeling the way survivors
might respond to the disas
ter (including any informa
tion-sharing behaviors, such as
reporting of actual damage and
responding to potential rumors)
2) understanding the efficacy
of software decision-support
tools that distill the raw human
response into more actionable
information
3) accounting for physical-re
source constraints that affect
reporting and response.
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Meeting these challenges requires inter
disciplinary approaches that address
the complex interactions among cyber,
physical, and social components of the
holistic system.
A recent i ss ue of Computer sum
marized a few representative findings
related to the challenges of human-
in-the-loop systems. 3 In one ar ti
cle, Abowd defines the fourth gener
ation of “collective computing,” where
technological forces (described as “the
cloud,” “the crowd,” and “the shroud”)
tightly and interactively connect the
physical and cyber worlds. In another
article, Chang describes situation ana
lytics, a new runtime computational
model that explores users’ mental
states during the entire software lifecy
cle to better understand user intention.
Additionally, Jiang et al. present their
work in an emerging cyberphysical
systems research area, safety-crit
ical medical devices, and describe a
state-of-the-art approach for validating
closed-loop devices without jeopardiz
ing human safety. It is informative to

review the challenges brought about
when cyberphysical systems operate
and interact in social spaces.
Reliability is a key engineered prop
erty of cyberphysical systems. In phys
ical sensing, measurement devices are
typically well calibrated with well-un
derstood error properties (documented
in manufacturers’ data sheets). By
analogy, a key social-sensing challenge
from a cyberphysical perspective is to
understand the reliability properties of
our new observational instrument: the
social macroscope that converts social
posts into an estimated state of observed
phenomena. Recent history documents
landmark events influenced by social
media in the absence of tools to reliably
assess information. We are reminded
especially of the use of social media to
spread fake news and terrorist propa
ganda as well as manipulate elections.
These developments have generated
interest in understanding signals and
distortions on social media.

Modeling instrument distortion

One first needs to understand the nature
of distortion. We can classify the distor
tion of information produced by human
sources on social media into three broad
categories.
The most challenging category is
intentional disinformation sent to
deceive. Done purposefully (e.g., chang
ing small but important details and
then multiplying them by the power
of social networks, in which the mali
cious sources are hubs), this distortion
can cause disinformation to be taken as
truth for a long time.
The next category includes cases
where a person makes assertions that
are not sufficiently supported by data or
observations but still might sound plau
sible to people with a certain bias and
so be accepted as facts. This category
W W W.CO M P U T E R .O R G /CO M P U T E R

includes biased interpretations by
communities of people with similar
opinions. In such cases, people recol
lect events in a manner consistent with
their biases, beliefs, and preferences.
Finally, there are genuine random
mistakes by people processing infor
mation, such as misspelling and typos.
The massive number of sources, rela
tive permanency of the social commu
nities involved in collecting and prop
agating information, and our ability
to partially track information prove
nance make it possible to build a rigor
ous and usable formal basis for reliable
truth extraction from social sensors.1
An important consideration in social
sensing is to account for human report
ing, not of events but of the perception of
events. These perceptions are governed
by human cognition, which today can
be simulated using such cognitive mod
els as the Active Control of Thought–
Rational (ACT-R) model.4 Well-known
limitations of cognition, such as limited
attention span, the decay of unrein
forced memory traces, or limited infor
mation-processing speed, affect human
performance as sensors and have been
adequately modeled based on the
ACT-R. An interesting future direction
is to enable simulated crowds of agents
endowed with human cognitive mod
els to reliably account for the impact
of human cognition limitations on
event reporting.
The tangled ties linking information
distortion, bias, cognition, and human
preferences mean that, unlike the case
with physical sensors, distortions on
social media carry a signal themselves.
These distortions indicate human pref
erences and beliefs that offer great
value in terms of tuning the product
design, for example, in advertising cam
paigns, recommendation systems, and
voter recruitment tools. In this article,

however, we focus primarily on algo
rithms for removing, where possible,
the biases to create a more objective rep
resentation of the physical reality.
Much work has been done on han
dling noisy sensors and unreliable
(physical) sources. When humans act as
sensors, however, a new model is need
ed to characterize the different types
of distortion (discussed previously).
From a system-reliability perspective,
rumors, misinformation, exaggeration,
and bias propagate along social chan
nels, creating highly correlated reports
(posts) and, thus, correlated errors at
a large scale. It is well known that cor
related errors decrease the reliability of
systems. Social ties, trust relations, and
homophily further contribute to cor
related beliefs, opinions, and misrepre
sentations. This makes social networks
a challenging instrument to use with
out a good understanding of their error
properties and models. Recent research
has used simplified models of human
behavior to derive fundamental infor
mation-theoretic bounds for estimating
accuracy from social media.5

Physical Target

Understanding the signal

If social media are abstracted as instru
ments that measure the physical world,
what is the sensing modality of these
instruments? Can social sensing be
treated like acoustic, magnetic, or vibra
tion sensing? For example, can Twitter
be thought of as a medium, where a dis
tribution of tokens of different types are
emitted in response to a physical event,
just as a distribution of acoustic waves
of different frequencies may be emitted
to reach an acoustic target (see Figure 2)?
This analogy recently led to interesting
approaches for event detection, local
ization, and tracking, where events
reported on social media are algorith
mically detected in a language-agnostic
manner inspired by the target-tracking
and data-fusion literature for physical
signals.6 More generally, we observe a
rich set of data modalities generated by
humans (e.g., text, sound, images, and
video). Such rich data modalities lead
to interesting research questions. For
example, can we explore the interdepen
dent relationship of sensing measure
ments with different data modalities to

Response of the Physical Propagation Medium
(e.g., Acoustic, Vibration, Optical, and So Forth)

Received Signature (Energy in
Multiple Signal Frequency Bands)
Physical Event

Response of Social Propagation Medium
(e.g., Tweets)

Received Signature (Energy in
Multiple Keyword Frequency Bands)

FIGURE 2. An Illustration showing an analogy for the social-sensing modality.
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obtain more accurate sensing results?
How can we build an appropriate model
for versatile human sensors that can
simultaneously generate sensing data
of diversified modalities?
Researchers have recently identified
a promising new direction for activity:
the development of information-theo
retic models of social channels. Infor
mation theory has made significant
headway by abstracting information
as a sequence of bits. This bit-stream
abstraction offered ways to model noise,
reason about error probabilities, derive
capacity, and construct optimal decod
ers. Inspired by this approach, recent
work on using Twitter as a data source
viewed statements about physical reality
as a binary signal (a bit). This is because
the statement of the tweet is either true
of the physical world or not, leading
to the binary abstraction. Given this
representation, Twitter becomes just
another noisy channel where binary sig
nals propagate. Conceptually, the source
of this channel is the physical world
itself. The output constitutes human
observations of the world. Distortion is
introduced, for example, when people
make up rumors. This is equivalent to
flipping a bit from zero (something that
was not true of the physical world) to one
(something claimed true in the output of
the social medium).
Similarly, failures to report true
events can be modeled as bit omissions,
and claims that deny actual events are
bit flips from one to zero. One can then
reason about the probability of differ
ent bit flips and omissions and derive
estimators of social-channel input (i.e.,
physical world state) given its output,
using existing estimation-theoretic
techniques. The approach has been suc
cessful for modeling statements about
objectively observable realities (e.g., “it is
raining”), where ground truth is unique
40
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and unambiguous. It needs extensions
to cases where ground truth is undefined
or subjective, such as for assessing the
statement, “John is a great president!”

Quantifying data reliability
and performance bounds

Recent maximum-likelihood estima
tion techniques adopting the stated
binary model show much promise in
both detecting the original state of the
world from the distorted output of
the social channel and estimating the
distortion itself. This problem, known
in classical data fusion as a joint signal
detection and channel estimation problem,
possesses the necessary analytic foun
dations for the solution approach. An
optimal estimation-theoretic frame
work can jointly estimate both the
reliability of data posted and the cred
ibility of information sources involved
without prior knowledge of either.1
Estimation theory offers solid ana
lytical foundations for bounding the
error of an optimal estimator. Repre
senting social media as noisy binary
communication channels, as described
previously, enables the application of
estimation-theoretic frameworks to
the reliability analysis of data-clean
ing systems operating on the outputs of
social channels. A key recent contribu
tion that leverages this insight exploits
expressions of the error bounds of
maximum-likelihood estimators to
assess the quality of estimation results
on social media.1 This quality analysis
is immensely important in practical set
tings where errors have consequences.
However, this analysis is complicated
by two factors. First, it must account
for correlated errors that result from
rumor-spreading behaviors, such as when
a person reports as his or her own observa
tions received from others without verifi
cation. Second, the analysis must account

for the expressed degree of vagueness or
uncertainty in human observations, such
as “the protest is possibly unsafe.” In such
cases, the estimator must consider the
degree of confidence a source expresses in
its messages to make proper assessments.
Recent work based on subjective
logic (a type of uncertain probabilistic
logic) has developed a framework to
assess source reliability in such sit
uations.7 This framework presumes
that the expressions of vagueness are
quantified as specific probabilities.
The conversion of natural-language
expressions of vagueness into quanti
fiable numbers is a very difficult prob
lem that remains to be fully solved (see
the section “Challenges in the Linguis
tic Space”).

Exploring the role of
dependencies between sources

Dependent sources are common in
social-sensing applications, resulting
in uncertain data provenance. That is,
it is not unusual for sources to report
observations they received as if they
were their own. This is common in
instances where humans play the role
of data sources connected through
social networks (e.g., a follower–fol
lowee relationship on Twitter and a
friend relationship on Facebook.). The
rumor-spreading behavior of human
sensors has no analogy in correctly
functioning physical sensors. From a
cyberphysical-system perspective, this
means that errors in “measurements”
across sources may be nonindepen
dent, as one erroneous observation
may be propagated by other sources
without being verified. Recent research
reports on attempts either to develop
source-selection schemes for the care
ful selection of independent sources
on social networks or to build reliable
social-sensing models that explicitly
W W W.CO M P U T E R .O R G /CO M P U T E R

model the source dependency into
the social signal processing engine.1
The complex and dynamic source de
pendency graphs on social networks
deserve more investigation.

Understanding communities,
social trust, and polarization

The inf luence that relations among
sources have on results of the social
macroscope is especially strong within
human communities. Humans inter
act, operate, exchange, and propagate
information much more frequently
within communities than across them.
Communities enable members to
develop trust in one another. As a result
of either the individual’s selection of a
community to join or the community
members’ influence on one another,
communities tend to increase the level
of homophily among their members.8
This often results in members having
similar opinions, attitudes, and beliefs
as well as similar misconceptions, mis
representations, and susceptibilities.
Communities serve the specific needs
of their members, so the level of the
homophily among members is often
strongest for the traits related to these
needs, such as skills, access to informa
tion, or interests including particular
political movements, specific sports or
hobbies, or a preference for a particular
genre of music.9 Typically, each person
belongs to several communities and has
varying levels of commitment to each,
with a specific community satisfying dif
ferent needs. The notion of communities
is often associated with a sense of trust
and shared opinions or biases. Under
standing the importance and influence
of communities is therefore key to under
standing information reliability.
Returning to the Twitter example, the
information-propagation characteristics
of the social channel are significantly

affected by trust relations among sources
as well as by those sources’ views. Individ
uals are much more likely to rebroadcast
information they hear from a source they
trust than from a source they mistrust or
regard as neither especially reliable nor
especially unreliable. Hence, when the
same information is reported by multi
ple sources, the information’s reliability
cannot be accurately computed without
understanding the underlying socialtrust network. From a reliability perspec
tive, trust relations increase correlations
in reporting and, hence, the probability
of correlated errors among individuals.
Bias toward a particular viewpoint also
affects information propagation. Indi
viduals tend to propagate the claims
that match their opinions. Accordingly,
understanding community biases is
important in assessing error correlations
and, consequently, data reliability.
Equally interesting is the inverse
problem. Because trust and biases mod
ulate the propagation of information,
observations of the propagation pat
terns themselves reveal the underlying
trust relations and biases of sources.7
This effect is demonstrated in Figure 3,
which shows information-dissemination
topologies among sources supporting
different candidates in an Egyptian elec
tion. The problem is interdisciplinary:
social science informs the development
of generative models that predict how
individuals modulate information prop
agation. Given such models, it is possible
to estimate each individual’s position on
issues of interest by observing the collec
tive information-propagation patterns
on the social network.
A particularly interesting problem is
to estimate the ground truth from social
media outputs in the presence of polar
ization, a situation that occurs when two
(or more) distinct camps in the social
network propagate conflicting claims.

FIGURE 3. A diagram illustrating information-dissemination topologies among
sources supporting different candidates
in an Egyptian election. The dots represent information sources. The lines
represent communication links. Green
indicates sources and communications in
support of one candidate. Red indicates
sources and communications in support of
another candidate.

Recent work addressed the challenge
of detecting polarization and identi
fying the bias of individual sources in
polarized communities.10 Experiments
showed that, when accounting for such
bias, state reconstruction from social
observations tends to align more closely
with the ground truth in the physical
world than when polarization is not
considered. It is also possible to esti
mate the polarity-dependent propaga
tion networks from tweet propagation
patterns. Such an estimation enables
the computation of correlations among
sources to determine their error-depen
dence properties and, hence, inform
fact-finder design.

Fusion of physical and
social sensors

With error bounds computed on socialsensing obser vations, an interest
ing challenge arises in developing fusion
JANUARY 2019
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engines that combine physical and
social-sensing data within the sensing–
control–actuation loops of cyberphysical
systems. While social networks can be
viewed as additional sensing sources that
corroborate physical sensors, the fusion of
social and physical sensing can also give
rise to new kinds of capabilities. For exam
ple, such fusion can explain anomalies
seen by sensors in view of data collected
from social media.11

on closed-loop stability and perfor
mance optimization be determined?
In many such systems, individuals
(besides being data sources) are part of
system “control.” Decision makers will
act on the data in ways that affect the
physical state being observed. Hence,
an interesting challenge is to under
stand what information should be pre
sented to the decision maker (and in
what form) so as to offer the best deci

FROM A RELIABILITY PERSPECTIVE,
TRUST RELATIONS INCREASE
CORRELATIONS IN REPORTING
AND, HENCE, THE PROBABILITY
OF CORRELATED ERRORS AMONG
INDIVIDUALS.

Interesting research questions re
main to be answered.

›› How is it possible to accurately

correlate and fuse data from
physical and social sources?
›› How can different data modali
ties (e.g., numerical, text, images,
and video) be handled effectively?
›› How is it possible to automati
cally infer the causal relation
ships between identified events
and quantify the accuracy of
such inference?
Finally, sensing systems exist in
the context of control loops. Current
systems typically feature loops with
only a few well-designed sensors. Can
future applications use crowd sensing
as a subsystem in their control loops?
How can the closed-loop characteris
tics of such systems be analyzed? How
can the impact of information errors
42
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sion support despite the inherent noise
in the underlying social channel.

CHALLENGES IN THE
LINGUISTIC SPACE

To complete our estimation of the state
of the physical world, media content
must be properly understood. This can
be thought of as the challenge of “inter
facing” to the human sensor. In address
ing this obstacle, we need to seek dra
matic advances in the rapid, low-cost
development of information-extraction
and text-mining technologies for under
standing social media content.
Today’s state-of-the-art languageprocessing technologies rely on either
1) supervised learning, which suffers
from the high cost of large-scale manual
annotation and the limited predefined
fact types, or 2) unsupervised learn
ing, which usually yields unsatisfac
tory performance due to the exclusion

of language/task-specific knowledge.
We need to systematically discover and
unify latent and expressed knowledge
from traditional symbolic semantics
and modern distributional semantics
through advanced machine-learning
models. The idea of unified represen
tations of semantics has been a focus of
investigation both in social science (e.g.,
the seminal work of Lévy on metalan
guages for expressing collective intelli
gence) and computing (e.g., the recent
interest in language embedding as a
way to abstract semantic spaces).
An information-extraction system
should be able to simultaneously dis
cover a domain-rich schema and extract
information units with fine-grained
types. It should have a “cold start” and
be adaptable to any domain, genre, lan
guage, or data modality without any
human-annotated data. Recent work
on combining symbolic semantic and
distributional semantics12 has made it
possible to discover semantic schema
and extract facts simultaneously with
out relying on human-defined and
-constructed ontologies for specific
domains.13 It should also be able to adapt
within several hours to a new scenario
using very few resources. The new frame
work should rapidly acquire, categorize,
structure, and zoom in on incident-spe
cific expectations from various nontra
ditional sources, including those with
humans in the loop. The output of such
a framework will constitute a structured
set of data types and their instances/val
ues derived from text (e.g., to describe
the state of an observed environment).
Such an output will be more amenable
to integration within sensor data fusion
systems than the original unstructured
text generated by human observers.
The process of collecting information
introduces many challenges, which we
describe in the following sections.
W W W.CO M P U T E R .O R G /CO M P U T E R

Ambiguity in sentences

A core challenge in processing natural
language on social media is that import
ant information is often presented
implicitly. Such presentation contains
varied instances of imprecision, ambi
guity, vagueness, and implicit infor
mation. Natural-language processing
technologies currently rely heavily on
surface processing. This makes it dif
ficult to exploit deep structure, back
ground knowledge, and source informa
tion. Most posters on discussion forums
assume the readers already know the
on-topic entities and events: thus, they
do not bother to elaborate the back
ground for these target entities. They
also tend to use short and informal ref
erences for efficient discussions. As a
result, the local contexts in which an
entity is mentioned are often not suffi
cient for disambiguation.
An entity linker needs to automat
ically construct a background knowl
edge base for disambiguation. Without
understanding the global topic knowl
edge about an entity, entity-linking sys
tems tend to mistakenly link the entity
to a more popular one. Finally, entity dis
ambiguation techniques are still weak
in exploiting commonsense knowledge.

The importance of context

The current state of the art considers
informal text from social media an
impoverished alternative to formal text
(e.g., newswire) and prone to producing
erroneous and conflicting facts from
informal and noisy data. Innovative
techniques on implicit and morphed
information extraction are required to
handle imprecise language. For exam
ple, in some societies, the Internet is
subject to censorship and surveillance.
These actions include blocking websites,
deleting posts, and filtering information
about a specific entity or event.

With the growth of online social-net
working services, people rapidly invent
new ways to communicate sensitive
ideas. We call this phenomenon information morphing,14 which has also existed
with traditional forms of communica
tions. Motivations for morphing, besides
dodging censorship, include expressing
sarcasm/verbal irony or positive sen
timent toward some entities or events,
planning for secret actions, trading ille
gal products, masking politically unpop
ular views, or simply creating interest
ing conversations.
Morphing raises unique challenges
for entity and event coreference reso
lution. Document-level profile and cor
pus-level temporal distribution-based
features can narrow down the scope of
referents, but deeper understanding is
needed to discover concealed facts. While
ambiguity, redundancy, and implied
information can pose significant prob
lems for systems designed to understand
natural language, the impact of these
errors can be mitigated by incorporating
disparate deep sources of information.

as a tree or graph. For deep understand
ing of the text, we need to know, for
example, which sentence is the topic
sentence, which sentences constitute
elaboration on or contrast to another
sentence, and the temporal structure
between the sentences (in a story line).

Discourse ambiguity

While research on various components
of the social-sensing vision is underway,
the field lacks a unified interdisciplin
ary problem formulation that takes a
holistic approach to modeling humans
as sensors and to modeling social media
as noisy measuring instruments or
channels. Several challenges remain.
For example, we need to determine
the following:
1) How can the language ambigu
ities discussed be incorporated
into the channel bit error mod
els considered by ground-truth
estimators?
2) How can information the
ory be augmented to account
for semantic errors and
approximations?

Besides sentence-level and subsen
tence-level ambiguities, there is yet
one more level of obscurity: supersen
tential or discourse-level ambiguity,
which goes beyond sentence bound
aries. This third level of ambiguity
comes from two sources.
The first is coreference ambiguity,
which occurs when pronouns refer to
entities outside the current sentence
and it is uncertain which entity is refer
enced. Failure to resolve this ambiguity
undermines our ability to understand
the original discourse. The second
source of ambiguity is discourse struc
tural ambiguity. This occurs when a
discourse, like a sentence, has its own
internal structure, often represented

Fuzzy and vague expressions

Individuals often use fuzzy language
rather than precise terms when describ
ing things or people (e.g., “she is very tall’’
instead of “she is six-feet, two-inches
tall”). It is very difficult to convert fuzzy
terms into numbers, as the use of such
terms varies wildly between individ
uals and societies. It is much easier to
calibrate physical sensors whose noise
performance can be consistently mea
sured. The problem becomes more dif
ficult as humans add notions of vague
ness in their reports (e.g., “she is quite
tall”). The conversion of such terms
into a distribution of possible height
values is very much an open and diffi
cult problem.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
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3) When individuals summarize
information, how does the result
ing lossy compression affect
downstream error propagation?
4) Because sources often implic
itly assume some shared back
ground with the receiver, how
can errors in interpretation
that arise because of mismatch
between the backgrounds of a
message source and message
recipients be predicted?
5) How should inference mech
anisms that help recognize
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corroborating evidence be
encoded?
6) How should these mechanisms
identify and handle irreconcil
able observations?
7) What is the right level of abstrac
tion for modeling human behav
ior (in relaying information)?
Finally, individuals’ actions with regard
to information interpretation and pro
cessing before propagation are often
correlated to the degree of the con
nectivity, familiarity, and trust among
individuals. Hence, in addition to the

actions of individuals it is necessary
to understand the impact of relations
among individuals and the influence
of social groups and communities.
These questions call for the involve
ment of at least five synergistic disci
plines. Specifically, the work needs
1) computational social scientists
to model human behavior at
both the individual and com
munity scale and to quantify
its susceptibility to errors,
omissions, deceit, and other
irregularities
W W W.CO M P U T E R .O R G /CO M P U T E R

2) linguists to model strengths
and imperfections of human
communication and their
compounding effects on the
reliability of information
dissemination
3) information theorists to model
social networks as imperfect
communication media and
derive fundamental capacity
limits and uncertainty envelopes
4) data-mining experts to investi
gate the impact of the under
lying error models on the reli
ability of knowledge extraction
from imperfect information
5) cyberphysical experts to
develop estimation-theoretic
observability and control limits
and tools that offer closed-loop
robustness guarantees in the
face of derived capacity limits,
uncertainty envelopes, and
knowledge errors.

T

he research challenges and
future directions reviewed
here call for the emergence of
a new field that combines social and
cognitive models, linguistics, estima
tion theory, information theory, and
reliability analysis, with the goal of
putting social media exploitation on
well-understood analytic foundations,
not unlike the fusion of hard data from
physical sensors and signals. New
interdisciplinary research is outlined
to bring about novel solutions for a bet
ter theoretical and systematic under
standing of emerging social-sensing
systems in the sensor- and media-rich
world of the future.
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